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The role of point loss for symmetrical relations introduced simultaneously with 

probe trials in the absence of original relations on all probe trial performances was 

evaluated. Training was completed after six conditional discriminations were established 

in two contexts. Point loss was introduced simultaneously with probe trials in the absence 

of original relations in the first context. Probe trials with no point loss in the absence of 

original relations were introduced in the second context. The simultaneous introduction of 

probe trials and the point loss contingency may in some cases prevent the emergence of an 

equivalence class in the context that contained the point loss as well as in the context 

where no point loss occurred. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Sidman's (1994) definition of equivalence relations requires "the emergence of 

new performances from a baseline of explicitly arranged contingencies" (p. 14). Further, 

"when features of the environment become related through behavioral contingencies, their 

relation is an equivalence relation if it possesses the properties of reflexivity, symmetry and 

transitivity" (p. 16). In other words, if you train a particular relationship between stimulus 

A and stimulus B and then train the same relationship between stimulus B and stimulus C 

(conditional discrimination training), the stimuli (A, B, and C) are said to be equivalent if 

the same relation emerges in tests of reflexivity (A and A, B and B, C and C), symmetry 

(B and A, and C and B), transitivity (A and C), and symmetrical transivity (C and A). 

Equivalence research is based on this training and testing paradigm. 

Conditional discrimination training (A to B and B to C) begins with the 

presentation of arbitrary stimuli called sample stimuli (Al, A2, or A3). With a sample 

stimulus present, several comparison stimuli (Bl, B2, and B3) are then presented together, 

following a response to the sample made by the learner. The learner then selects one 

comparison stimulus and a consequence follows (e.g., points or tokens) only if the 

comparison designated as correct was selected. For example, choosing only comparison 

Bl could be reinforced in the presence of sample stimulus Al (and only B2 in the presence 

of A2, and only B3 in the presence of A3). A second set of conditional 
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discriminations is then trained using the previous comparisons as sample stimuli (Bl, B2, 

or B3) with new comparisons (CI, C2, and C3). 

When a subject reliably chooses the "correct" comparison in the presence of all the 

samples, conditional discrimination training is complete. Probe trials are then introduced 

to test for the emergence of equivalence responding (Sidman & T'ailby, 1982). Probe 

trials typically consist of a combination of symmetrical, transitive, and equivalence trial 

types. 

Symmetrical performances are demonstrated, after training as described above, 

when a subject is presented with a sample stimulus Bl, for example, and three 

comparisons Al, A2, A3, and he picks Al. In other words, symmetrical responding 

responding to the reversed sample and comparison stimuli of the conditional 

discriminations. A second symmetrical relation is observed when the subject is presented 

with sample stimulus CI, for example, and three comparisons Bl, B2, B3, and he picks 

Bl. 

Transitivity is observed when a subject is presented with a sample stimulus (Al for 

example) and comparisons CI, C2, C3, and he selects CI. Finally, symmetrical transitivity 

is observed when a subject is presented with a sample (CI for example) and comparisons 

Al, A2, A3, and he chooses Al. This test is sometimes called the "equivalence test" and 

the C-A relations are sometimes called "equivalence" relations. 

Generally, the stimuli that are presented are arbitrary, meaning a subject has no 

history of differential responding with respect to the particular stimuli. Sidman (1971) 
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however, used an application of this procedure with words and pictures in his first study 

on derived relations. 

Sidman (1971) derived reading comprehension and oral reading without direct 

training of those relations. Initially the subject could say the correct name given a picture, 

a color, or a number, and could choose the appropriate picture, number or color when its 

name was spoken to him. However, he was unable to select the appropriate printed word 

when a name was spoken or to select the appropriate picture when the printed word was 

presented. Sidman trained the subject to select the appropriate word when the name was 

spoken. Following this training, the subject was able to perform several new behaviors 

without being directly trained to do so. Specifically, he was able to match the pictures to 

the appropriate printed words, match the printed words with the pictures, and finally to 

orally read the printed words. 

The emergence of new behavioral relations without direct training is the 

phenomenon behind the interest in stimulus equivalence. Research deriving from this 

interest has evolved in many different directions. One particular area of this research is 

centered around the structure of established equivalence classes and their resistance to 

environmental manipulations. 

Sidman (1992) stated that in order for an equivalence class to exist, class 

consistent responding on symmetry and transitivity must be observed. If there is any 

inconsistency on these two derived relations, then responding should also be inconsistent 

during the equivalence (symmetrical transitivity) test. The implication is that if 

performance on any probe trial is inconsistent with the relations established during the 
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original conditional discrimination training, then either the original conditional relations 

are not equivalent, or a new equivalence class may exist. 

After training and testing for two sets of individual equivalence classes, Saunders, 

Saunders, Kirby, and Spradlin (1988) integrated the two classes by presenting sample 

stimuli from one class with comparisons from the other class. Although no selections 

were reinforced, reliable relations did develop between each sample and a particular 

comparison. After the resulting larger equivalence classes were demonstrated, researchers 

began reinforcing selections differing from those previously developed without 

reinforcement. In other words, if the subject was selecting comparison D1 in the presence 

of A1 during the original relation trials, selecting comparison D2 was now reinforced. 

Reversing these original conditional discrimination selections yielded two results. 

First, selections now receiving reinforcement increased in frequency. Second, 

performances on the probe trials remained consistent with pre-reversal probe trial 

responding. The derived relations, once they were demonstrated, were resistant to change 

even though the original relations from which they emerged were altered as a function of 

the changing contingencies. 

Pilgrim and Galizio (1990) also reversed the consequences for original baseline 

responding but obtained somewhat different results. After training conditional 

discriminations (A1B1, A2B2, A1C1, A2C2) and testing for the emergence of the two 

equivalence classes (A1B1C1 and A2B2C2), they reversed the consequences for original 

relation responding for the subjects in three different ways. First, in a partial reversal 

condition, the AC original relations were reversed: selecting C2 in the presence of Al, and 
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selecting CI in the presence of A2 were reinforced. Second, in an AC random condition, 

selecting CI or C2 in the presence of A1 was randomly reinforced and selecting CI or C2 

in the presence of A2 was also randomly reinforced. Third, in a complete reversal 

condition both AB and AC original relations were reversed. These different reversal 

conditions were associated with different outcomes. 

First, during the AC reversal condition subjects' responses on AC original relation 

trials as well as CA symmetry trials were consistent with the reversed contingencies. All 

other probe trial performances remained the same as before the reversal conditions. 

Second, during the AC random condition one subject responded as if there were no 

change in conditions. Two other subjects responded consistently with the original 

relations taught in training and in a random fashion on other probe trials. The fourth 

subject responded in accordance with the random contingencies in effect for the AC trials 

on all probe trial types. Third, during the complete reversal condition, performances on 

the AB and AC original relation trials changed to be consistent with the reversed 

contingencies. CA symmetry was also affected by this contingency change. The rest of 

the probe trial performances remained consistent with the pre-reversal trial performances. 

Pilgrim and Galizio (1995) replicated their 1990 experiment with adults and other 

children to determine the generalizability of their findings. Their results again indicated 

that when conditions were reversed for baseline responding, only responding on symmetry 

probe trial types was affected. These results suggest that transitivity/equivalence 

performances are resistant to change once they have emerged. On the other hand, 

symmetry performances are subject to change when the consequences for original relations 
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are manipulated. Why and how exactly these changes occur, as well as the influences they 

have, is yet to be seen. Pilgrim and Galizio suggested that their results indicated that 

reversals on original conditional discriminations can either alter or break down the 

equivalence relations (symmetry); however, the existence of some relations 

(transitivity/equivalence) seen in equivalence classes still appeared to be present. 

In both the Saunders et al. (1988) and Pilgrim and Galizio (1990, 1995) studies, 

reversed contingencies occurred only with respect to original relation trials and were 

introduced only after equivalence was demonstrated in the probe trials. Testing the effects 

of contingency manipulations on derived relations may shed light on the structure and 

formation of the components of an equivalence class. 

Vaidya, Peuster, Reilly, and Glenn (1993) placed a point loss contingency on 

symmetry and/or transitivity probe trials for four subjects. Three sets of AB and BC 

original relations were trained in three different contexts (Thick-lined, Thin-lined, and 

Shaded stimuli) for a total of 18 original relations. Probe trials were then introduced in all 

three contexts for subjects 1 and 2. After equivalence performances were demonstrated, 

subject 1 received point loss in only one context for responding symmetrically; 

symmetrical responding in the other two contexts resulted in no direct consequence. 

Subject 2 received point loss for correct responding on reflexivity probe trials in two 

contexts, and later on symmetrical transitivity probe trials in the same two contexts, after 

he demonstrated equivalence. For the other two subjects, probe trials were introduced at 

the same time as the point loss contingency for symmetry. That is, subjects received the 
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point loss before they were given the opportunity to demonstrate equivalence in the 

laboratory. These manipulations generated varying results. 

First, for S1 and S2 the point loss contingency affected only those trial types for 

which the point loss was in place. That is symmetry only for si and reflexivity only for S2 

All other derived and original relation trials remained unaffected. For subjects 3 and 4, 

however, performances were affected in different ways. Subject 3 did not demonstrate 

equivalence in any context. Subject 4 did not demonstrate equivalence in the context that 

contained point loss; however, he did respond equivalently in the other two contexts 

where there was no point loss. Due to procedural variations in point loss for different 

probe trial types, the differences in results could not be attributed unequivocally to the 

manipulations of the independent variable (point loss for particular' types of responding). 

The results did, however, suggest several possibilities for future investigation. 

Peuster (1995) extended the Vaidya et al. (1994) study by further examining the 

effects of point loss for symmetry performances during testing. The following baseline 

conditional discriminations were trained (A1B1, A2B2, A3B3, B1C2, B2C2, B3C3) in 

each of three separate clusters (thick-lined, shaded-lined, thin-lined). Each cluster was 

presented during a sub-session. Each session contained three sub-sessions of 72 trials 

each. Original relation trials continued in one cluster while probe trials were introduced in 

the other two clusters mixed with original relation trials (25% reinforced). Once 

equivalence was demonstrated in these two clusters, a point loss contingency was placed 

on symmetrical performances in one of those clusters. In the same session probes were 
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introduced in the third cluster with point loss for symmetry. Probe trials were mixed with 

original relation trials, 25% of which received points. 

Results indicated that point loss for symmetry in two clusters can suppress 

symmetry and symmetrical transitive performances in all clusters (two subjects) or no 

clusters (one subject). While the symmetrical and symmetrical transitive performances 

were suppressed for 2 subjects, original conditional discriminations remained intact for all 

subjects and transitive performances remained intact for one subject. It is not clear why 

this procedure generated the split in performance on different trial types. One possible 

explanation for this split may be due to the inclusion of reinforced original relation trial 

types among the probe trials. 

A further analysis of Peuster's (1995) data revealed that class consistent stimuli 

retained control in the symmetrical and symmetrical transitivity trials as demonstrated by 

subjects' responding away from the correct conditional discriminations. Such selections 

under control of a stimulus other than the one selected have been called Type R 

responding (Carrigan & Sidman, 1992). The Type R responding that was demonstrated in 

Peuster's (1995) data seem to suggest that the class itself remained intact. In a follow-up 

study Peuster and Glenn (1996 ) found that including original relation trials in the absence 

of reinforcement resulted in all original and derived relations demonstrating Type R 

performance. 

Based on research conducted by Vaidya et. al (1993) and Peuster (1995), the 

experiment reported here was designed to answer three questions the previous results 

raised. First, if point loss contingent on symmetrical responding occurs in the absence of 
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original relation trials before any demonstration of equivalence has occurred, will this 

point loss prevent the emergence of some or all derived relations? Second, if some or all 

derived relations emerge, will they be characterized by Type R responding? Third, will 

point loss for symmetrical responding in one context affect the emergence of equivalence 

performances in another context in which no point loss has occurred? 



CHAPTER 2 

METHOD 

Participants 

Subjects were 6 college students attending the University of North Texas. They 

were recruited from an introductory Behavior Analysis class and received extra credit 

points toward their grade in that class upon completion of the experiment. These extra 

credit points had no relation to points received during the experiment. Subjects recorded 

the total points they earned per session on a record sheet at the end of each session. 

Three of the subjects completed the experiment and their data are reported later. 

Two subjects were dropped due to experimenter error in session set-up. One subject was 

eliminated from the study due to time constraints. 

Experimental Setting and Apparatus 

The experiment was conducted in an experimental laboratory room at the 

Department of Behavior Analysis at the University of North Texas. Subjects were 

instructed to leave all books, papers, and writing materials with the experimenter before 

entering the experimental laboratory. 

An IBM-compatible 80386 personal computer with a 640 x 480 resolution VGA 

monitor was used for all training and testing. The training and testing delivered by the 

computer using custom-designed software designed to deliver points for selections, record 

those selections, and present the trials on a random schedule. 
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Stimuli 

Two sets of figures were used as stimuli and a third set was reserved for follow-up 

in case a subject did not display equivalence. Each stimulus set contained 9 two 

dimensional figures. The first set contained figures with thin lines (N-cluster). The second 

set contained figures with various parts shaded (S-cluster). The third set contained figures 

with thick lines (K-cluster). All figures (see Figure 1) appeared inside a 120 x 120 pixel 

frame. Each sub-session consisted of figures from one stimulus set. That is, when figures 

in the S-cluster were presented in a sub-session, no figures from the N-cluster were 

presented during that sub-session, and vice versa. 

Response 

Subjects responded using a Logitech mouse. They placed the mouse cursor inside 

the pixel frame, and pressed the left mouse button to select. This registered the response 

and initiated the presentation of the next stimulus. 

Experimental Design and Procedures 

This study was designed to determine the effects of point loss for symmetry when 

that point loss was introduced at the same time as all probe trials and in the absence of 

original relation trials. Training and testing order for subjects is summarized in Table 1 and 

described below. Phase IV in the table was not planned in the original design but was 

added as a result of BLM's performance in Phase III. 

Phase I. Original Relations Training 

At the beginning of the experiment, subjects were told they would be working on a 

computer and that during subsequent sessions they would be trying to earn as many points 
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as possible. Each subject read and signed an informed consent statement and then was led 

into the experimental lab where the computer screen displayed the message "Press any key 

to begin" . The experimenter read the following instructions: 

Are you familiar with the mouse? You will use only the left 

mouse button to select. The only time you will use the 

computer's keyboard is when the message "Press any key to 

begin" appears on the screen. You may exit the lab when the 

message "Session complete, please exit lab and get attendant" 

appears. Are there any questions? I cannot answer any 

questions once the experiment begins. I will answer any 

questions you may have at the end of the experiment. 

The experimenter then left the subject alone in the lab. 

After a subject pressed a key on the keyboard, a sample stimulus appeared in the 

center of the top half of the screen. Placing the mouse cursor on the sample stimulus and 

clicking resulted in the simultaneous presentation of three comparison stimuli which 

appeared in a v-shaped array across the bottom third of the screen. During the initial 

sessions AB relations (A1B1, A2B2, A3B3) were trained in two clusters. Then BC 

relations (B1C1, B2C2, B3C3) were trained in the two clusters. Selecting a comparison 

had two possible consequences: (1) a cleared screen with the message +1 point for each 

response defined by experimenter as correct, or (2) a cleared screen. Both consequences 

were followed by the presentation of the next sample stimulus within 1 second. 
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The end of each sub-session was signaled when the following message appeared on 

the screen: "Session complete. You made points for this session. Press any key to 

continue..." By pressing a key the subject initiated the computer preparation of the next 

session. After the completion of 2 sub-sessions the following message appeared on the 

screen: "Session complete, you earned points. Please exit the room and inform the 

lab attendant. Subjects exited the lab at this point. They were instructed to record the 

total points earned on their individual point sheet in front of the experimenter. 

When subjects responded at 90% accuracy or higher for two consecutive sessions 

on both sets of the original conditional discriminations (AB, BC) with no systematic 

errors, the maintenance phase was implemented. Maintenance consisted of a mixture of 

all trained conditional relations at 100% reinforcement. After subjects' responses were 

above 90% for two consecutive sessions, subjects moved to the final maintenance phase. 

Before subjects began phase they were read the following instructions: 

"From now on you will not receive feedback for anything you do but continue to 

do your best." 

During this phase all selections of comparison stimuli were followed by a cleared screen 

and the presentation of the next sample stimulus. At the end of two sub-sessions the 

computer screen displayed the following message. "Session complete, you earned 0 

points. Please exit the room and inform the lab attendant." When subjects exited they 

were told that since 144 was the highest number of points that they had earned so far, they 

would begin each session with 144 points from then on. This phase ended when two 
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consecutive sessions occurred with 90% or higher correct responding with no consecutive 

errors. 

Phase II. Staggered Introduction of Probe Trials 

In the first part of this phase (IIA) probe trials (no original relations) with point 

loss for symmetry were introduced in one cluster. Mixed original relation trials with 0% 

reinforcement continued in the second cluster. Selecting one of the comparison stimuli in 

this phase led to one of 2 possible consequences: (1) a cleared screen with a -3 points for 

symmetrical responses, or (2) a cleared screen. At the end of each of these sub-sessions, 

the computer displayed the message " Session complete. You made - points for this 

session. Please exit lab and get attendant." Subjects subtracted the number of points they 

lost during the session from the 144 points they started the session with and recorded this 

number on their point sheet. 

After subjects' responses were stable, probe trials (with no original relations) were 

introduced in the second cluster without a point loss contingency (IIB). When subjects no 

longer responded symmetrically or no differential effects were observed from the point 

loss contingency, the final reversal phase was implemented. 

Phase III. Reversal 

In the final phase, the point loss contingency was removed. Sessions continued 

until performances either stabilized or returned to above 90% with no systematic errors 

for two consecutive sessions in both clusters. 
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Phase IV. Return to Original Relations 

This phase was added as a result of BLM's performance in phase III. First original 

relation trials were presented with 0% reinforcement. Next the original relations were re-

trained with 100% reinforcement density. Once performances were at 100%, original 

relations were presented with 0% reinforcement density. Finally, probe trials were 

presented in the absence of original relations and no point loss contingency. 
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RESULTS 

The point loss contingency on symmetrical responding had varied effects on 

subjects' performances. For subject BLM the point loss contingency appeared to prevent 

the initial emergence of all derived relations in the cluster with point loss. In the cluster 

where no point loss contingency occurred CB symmetry gradually emerged as the sessions 

continued, along with some indication of BA symmetry. Transitivity and equivalence 

remained overall at chance levels. For subject ELL the first session with point loss did not 

prevent the emergence of BA or CB symmetry; however, both appeared to be suppressed 

as the sessions with the point loss contingency continued. Transitivity and equivalence 

never emerged while the point loss contingency was in place. When the point loss 

contingency was removed, all derived relations emerged in the cluster where point loss 

had previously occurred. CB symmetry was the only derived relation that emerged in the 

cluster where no point loss occurred. For Subject JLM the point loss did not affect 

symmetrical performances and had very little effect on performance in transitive and 

equivalence trials in either cluster. 

Subject BLM 

The two graphs in Figure 2 display the performance of BLM for the shaded cluster 

(graph A) and the thin cluster (graph B) for each session. Each graph includes a 
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summary of BLM's performance on all trial types (0= Mixed original relations at 0% 

reinforcement density, B= BA symmetry, C= CB symmetry, T= transitive, and E= 

equivalence) for each session. 

Probe trials with point loss for symmetrical responses were introduced in session 

16 (indicated by the solid phase change line) for the shaded cluster while original relation 

trials continued with a 0% reinforcement density in the thin cluster (indicated by the 

dashed phase change line). There was no evidence of derived relations in the shaded 

cluster, where probe trials continued, until session 30. At session 30 certain class 

consistent relations appeared among the derived relations: C1B1 (symmetry), C3B3 

(symmetry), A2C2 (transitivity), and C2A2 (equivalence) occurred with 100% accuracy. 

In session 32, C3B3 fell to 50%, while the other three relations (C1B1, A2C2, and C2A2) 

remained at 100%. Original relation performance in the thin cluster remained consistently 

above 95% throughout this phase. 

In session 33, probe trials were introduced (with no point loss) in the thin cluster 

(indicated by the solid phase change line). The introduction of the probe trials in the 

second cluster had varied effects on the two clusters. In the thin cluster (where there was 

no point loss), a gradual emergence of both symmetrical performances began in session 

38. By session 45, C2B2 and B2A2 performances were 100% accurate. Other 

symmetrical performances did not occur systematically. Transitive and equivalence trial 

performances remained at chance levels during sessions 33-45. In the shaded cluster, 

(where point loss was still occurring) performances on individual derived relation trials 

separated during the phase. Initially (sessions 33-42) selections on symmetry trials were 
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unsystematic; however, starting at session 43 symmetry performances formed a new 

pattern, dropping to 0% accuracy and remaining near 0% until the next phase change 

occurred in session 51. Closer inspection revealed that a "new class" was forming within 

the symmetrical relations (see tables 2-6). The new relations systematically selected 

(sessions 43-62) were B1A2, B2A3, B3A1, C1B2, C2B1, and C3B2. Transitive 

performances fluctuated between a low of 33% accuracy and high of 70% in sessions 33-

51. Transitivity stabilized around 60% by the end of the phase. Class consistent A2C2 

relations reliably occurred in sessions 33-51 and A3C3 in sessions 48-51. A new transitive 

relation, A1C3, systematically occurred in sessions 43-62. Equivalence performances 

initially appeared with 33% accuracy and remained relatively stable throughout the phase 

(sessions 33-51). As with other derived relations it appears that no class consistent 

equivalence responding occurred. A closer examination revealed, however, that the 

relation C2A2 was in fact reliably occurring while relations C1A1, and C3A3 did not 

consistently occur. Instead, two new relations systematically occurred during these 

sessions (33-51) which were not consistent with the originally trained class. These new 

relations were C3A1, and also C1A2. 

The point loss contingency was removed from the shaded cluster (indicated by 

the solid phase change line) starting at session 52. Probe trials continued with no point 

loss in the thin cluster (indicated by the dashed line). BA symmetry remained at or near 

0% accuracy for the duration of the phase (sessions 52-62). The systematic selection of 

the new relations continued (B1A2, B2A3, B3A1). CB symmetry fluctuated considerably 

(0% to 50% accuracy) during this phase in the shaded cluster. No significant change 
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occurred in transitive and equivalence performances, each continued in the same pattern as 

in previous sessions where point loss had occurred. Symmetry performances in the thin 

cluster (indicated by a dashed phase change line) continued at accurate levels. The B1A1, 

B2A2, C1B1, and C2B2 relations consistently occurred with 100% accuracy (see Figures 

1,2). Transitive and equivalence performances stabilized at about 60% (sessions 55-62) in 

the thin cluster. Class consistent responding continued for relations A1C1, A2C2, and 

C1A1. 

The systematic occurrence of class inconsistent relations in the shaded cluster 

suggested that subject BLM had "lost track" of the original relations acquired earlier and 

had formed new relations in the absence of original relation trials. Therefore, additional 

experimentation was conducted to assess original relation performances. BLM was 

returned to mixed original relation trials with 0% reinforcement density in sessions 63-66 

(indicated by the solid phase change line in both clusters). 

In the thin cluster, where point loss had never occurred, BLM selected the 

comparisons trained at the beginning of the experiment. In the shaded cluster, however, 

selections made on original relation trials were not consistent with those originally trained. 

Instead A1B3, A2B1, A3B2, B1C2, B2C3 were the relations systematically chosen. 

These selections matched the "new class" preferences seen during the previous probe trial 

sessions. For example, selection of relation A1B3 during the mixed original relation trials 

(sessions 63-66) matched the B3A1 symmetry seen previously (sessions 53-63). 

Likewise, selection of original relation B1C2 matched the symmetry trial selection 
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of C2B1 etc. The patterns of responding in the mixed original relation trials strengthened 

the notion that BLM had formed a "new class" among the stimuli in the shaded cluster. 

The next step was to re-train the original conditional discriminations with 100% 

reinforcement density in both clusters (sessions 67-72). When responding met the 

criterion for changing phases, the reinforcement density was reduced to 0% (session 73) 

and selections on original relations remained at 100% accuracy in both clusters. 

Probe trials were re-presented in session 73, with no point loss to ascertain if BLM 

would demonstrate equivalence in either cluster. In the thin cluster BA and CB symmetry 

performances were at or above 90% (session 73). Transitivity and equivalence were at 

75% and 70% respectively, in session 73. 

In the shaded cluster derived relation performances were consistent with the 

previously formed "new class" in sessions 53-63. Subject BLM systematically selected 

A1C3, C1A2, C3A1, B1A2, B3A1 instead of the class consistent original discriminations 

that had just been re-taught. 

Subject ELL 

The two graphs in Figure 3 show ELL's performance in the thin cluster (graph A) 

and the shaded cluster (graph B). Each graph includes a summary of ELL's performance 

on all trial types (B=BA symmetry, C=CB symmetry, T=transitivity, and E=equivalence) 

for each session. 

Probe trials with a point loss contingency for correct responding on B A and CB 

symmetry were introduced in session 31 for the thin cluster (indicated by a solid phase 

change line). Original relation trials continued in the shaded cluster (as indicated by a 
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dashed phase change line where probe trials were introduced in the other cluster). The 

first session with the point loss contingency in the thin cluster did not suppress the 

emergence of CB symmetry (100% accuracy) nor BA symmetry (93% accuracy). 

Transitive and equivalence performances, however, did not emerge during the initial probe 

trial session, and they remained at chance levels for the duration of the phase (sessions 32-

46). Both BA and CB symmetry performances varied for the duration of the phase with 

an accuracy rate that ranged from 0% to 30%. During sessions 36-52 a position 2 

preference developed. ELL also displayed type R responding for B A symmetry in sessions 

38, 39, 50, and type R responding for CB symmetry in sessions 38,48, 49 (as indicated by 

the 0% accuracy rate). In other words subject ELL systematically "responded away from" 

(avoidance of class consistent stimuli) class consistent stimuli during these sessions (see 

table 1). In the shaded cluster original relation trial performances remained at or above 

90% during this phase (sessions 31-46). 

Session 47 marks the introduction of probe trials with no point loss contingency in 

the shaded cluster (indicated by the solid phase change line). Probe trials with the point 

loss contingency continued in the thin cluster (indicated by the dashed line). In the shaded 

cluster CB symmetry emerged with greater accuracy than any other probe trial type. 

Transitivity and equivalence performances both varied unsystematically at chance levels 

throughout the phase (sessions 47-50). In the thin cluster, where point loss continued, all 

derived relation trial performances continued in the same pattern as in the previous phase. 

At session 51 the point loss contingency for BA and CB symmetry was removed 

from the thin cluster (indicated by a solid phase change line). Probes with no point loss 
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contingency continued in the shaded cluster, the dashed phase change line showing where 

point loss was removed in the other cluster. In the thin cluster the removal of the point 

loss contingency was followed by gradual improvement in accurate performance on all 

derived relation trials (sessions 51-57). In session 55 ELL selected position 2 for the first 

62 trials then selected position 3 then 2 then 1 and continued with that pattern for the final 

20 sessions. In session 57 all derived relations occurred at 80% or higher accuracy levels. 

High but somewhat variable accurate responding continued through the remainder of 

sessions for all trial types except CB symmetry which varied from 100% accurate (session 

58) to 55% accurate (sessions 62, 66). Equivalence performances were 90 to 95% 

accurate in the final 3 sessions (64-66). 

In the shaded cluster probes were continued without the point loss contingency 

(session 51). Again there appeared to be no systematic class consistent comparison 

selection until session 58 where CB symmetry rose to 91% accuracy. The relations B3A3, 

A3C3 and C3A3 were 95-100% accurate in sessions 58-66. In those sessions (58-66) CB 

symmetry varied unsystematically but one relation C3B3 remained 95-100% accurate 

throughout session 66. Outside of the class consistent A3C3 and C3A3 relations, 

transitive and equivalence performances remained unsystematic for the duration of the 

experiment (sessions 58-63). 

No further testing for derived relations occurred due to time constraints. The 

subject did display class consistent responding for symmetry in the first probe trial (thin 

cluster). This initial display of symmetry and the gradual display of other derived relations 

in the thin cluster when the point loss was removed (sessions 57-63) suggests that the 
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subject was able to demonstrate class consistent responding. However, the subject left the 

experiment before the experimenter could implement the training and testing originally 

planned to demonstrate this emergence in the absence of a point loss contingency. 

Subject JLM 

The two graphs in Figure 4 display the performance of JLM for the shaded cluster 

(graph A) and the thin cluster (graph B). Each graph includes a summary of performance 

on trial types (B= BA symmetry, C= CB symmetry, T= transitive, and E= equivalence) for 

each session. Probe trials with a point loss for BA and CB symmetry were first introduced 

in session 14 for the shaded cluster (indicated by a solid phase change line) while original 

relations continued in the thin cluster (indicated by a dashed phase change line). 

Symmetry performance emerged immediately at 100% accuracy, but transitivity and 

equivalence performance did not appear during the first probe trial presentations in the 

shaded cluster (session 14). Throughout the rest of the phase, both transitivity and 

equivalence performance fluctuated between 90 and 100% (sessions 14-20). Symmetry 

remained at 100% with one error on CB symmetry in session 19. Original relation trial 

performance in the thin cluster remained relatively stable with zero to two nonsystematic 

errors occurring per session for the remainder of the phase. 

Because the point loss contingency appeared to have little or no effect on JLM's 

performance in the shaded cluster, the probe trials were introduced simultaneously with 

the point loss in the thin cluster (indicated by the solid phase change line at session 21). 

Performances on all derived relation trials emerged immediately. Symmetry emerged at 

100% while transitive and equivalence performances emerged at 95% and 90% 
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respectively in session 21. During the next two sessions all derived relations were at 

100%. All derived performances in the shaded cluster occurred at 100% in the thin cluster 

(sessions 21-23). 

The point loss contingency was removed from both clusters in session 24 

(indicated by the solid phase change lines). Performances on all derived relation trials in 

both the shaded and thin cluster remained at 100% for the remainder of the experiment 

(sessions 24-25). 

In summary, the point loss contingency had no effect on JLM's class consistent 

responding on derived relations, even though the point loss occurred for class consistent 

responding on all symmetry trials throughout the experiment. 



CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

The following discussion will address the results of the experiment in terms of the 

experimental questions set out initially. The experimental questions were: 

1. If point loss contingent on symmetrical responding occurs in the absence of 

original relation trials before any demonstration of equivalence has occurred, will this 

point loss prevent the emergence of any derived relations? 

2. If some or all derived relations emerge, will they be characterized by Type R 

responding? 

3. Will point loss for symmetrical responding in one context affect the emergence 

of equivalence performances in another context in which no point loss has occurred? 

Regarding the first question, despite the point loss for symmetrical responding, one 

subject (JLM) demonstrated equivalence performances by the second session of the probe 

trials in the absence of original relations. It appears that for the other 2 subjects (BLM, 

ELL) the point loss contingency did prevent demonstration of an equivalence class in the 

absence of original relation trials. One of those 2 subjects (ELL) demonstrated symmetry 

in the first session with point loss. Symmetrical performances then dropped to chance 

levels or below until the point loss contingency was removed. After removal of the point 

loss contingency, class consistent responding for all derived relations was higher than 

when the point loss was previously in place. However, the responding was variable. 
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The other of those 2 subjects (BLM) eventually demonstrated symmetry (only in the 

cluster where no point loss occurred). BLM did not unequivocally demonstrate class 

consistent relations on transitive and equivalence trials. In the last session after retraining 

on original relations, responding on symmetry and transitive trials in the cluster where 

point loss never occurred was only 79% accurate. 

Although results of this study are mixed with respect to the first experimental 

question, there is some evidence that point loss for symmetry in the absence of original 

relation trials may have prevented the emergence of equivalence while point loss was in 

effect. This result is consistent with the results of Vaidya et al. (1993) for their subjects 3 

and 4 who did not demonstrate equivalence in contexts where point loss was introduced 

along with derived relation trials. For Peuster's (1995) subjects, who received reinforced 

original relation trials mixed with probe trials however, the equivalence was displayed as 

Type R responding. Peuster's (1995) subjects were given a different history than the 

subjects in the present experiment or in Vaidya et al. (1993). Specifically, they were 

allowed to demonstrate equivalence in two clusters before point loss was introduced. The 

present experiment was designed to investigate the effects of a point loss contingency on 

the emergence of equivalence in the absence of such a history and in the absence of 

original relations. 

Vaidya (1994) suggested that simultaneously introducing probe trials and point 

loss should prevent the emergence of equivalence. For JLM the point loss simultaneously 

introduced with the probe trials did not prevent the emergence of the equivalence class. 

Although it appears that the point loss did disrupt the emergence of the equivalence class 
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for subject BLM, some class consistent relations did occur in later sessions. For example 

by session 30,4 out of the 12 derived class consistent relations were systematically 

selected in the shaded cluster. As the sessions continued, however, a new class of 

relations formed that was not consistent with the originally trained class. For subject ELL 

the point loss did not prevent the emergence of symmetrical relations whose class 

consistent symmetrical selections were above 90% in the first session with point loss (31). 

However, transitive and equivalence performances did not emerge. 

Carrigan and Sidman (1992) discussed what they believed to be two types of 

relations that may control selections in conditional discriminations involving two 

comparisons. One type of control, Type S, is where the "correct" comparison exerts 

control over the subjects' selection. In this case the subject would be responding under 

control of the correct choice when selecting the correct stimulus (Johnson & Sidman, 

1993). The second type of control, Type R, is where the subject still selects the correct 

comparison but is "responding away from" the incorrect stimulus. 

Important to note is that in Carrigan and Sidman (1982), and in Johnson and 

Sidman (1993) only two comparison stimuli were presented in each trial. In Peuster 

(1995), in Peuster and Glenn (1996), and in the present study, three comparison stimuli 

were presented in each trial. Subjects in the previous research (Peuster 1995, Peuster & 

Glenn 1996) displayed what appeared to be Type R responding, demonstrated by subjects' 

"vacillat[ing] between the two "incorrect" comparisons and systematically avoided the 

'correct' comparison while the point loss was in place" (Peuster, 1995, pp. 58-59). 
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In reference to the second question, 2 out of the 3 subjects here did not display 

Type R responding. One of those subjects (JLM) demonstrated equivalence immediately, 

in effect ignoring the point loss. A second subject (BLM) displayed what might appear to 

be Type R responding (0% accuracy); however, closer inspection revealed a consistent 

selection of a new set of relations. The third subject ELL demonstrated Type R 

responding for some class consistent symmetry relations in 5 sessions as denoted by the 

0% accuracy rate (see Table 1). It is important to note also that during these sessions 

there was a position 2 preference. In other words, ELL would select the comparison in 

position 2 unless the controlling stimulus was present. In the latter case ELL displayed 

the Type R (respond away from) class consistent symmetrical relations (as denoted by the 

0% accuracy for symmetrical relations). 

In reference to the third question, for one subject (BLM) the history of point loss 

for symmetrical responding in one context did not affect the emergence of derived relation 

trial performances in another context in which no point loss occurred. Again, it appears 

that the point loss in the other cluster prevented the emergence of symmetry for subject 

BLM . Symmetrical performances emerged in later sessions but, transitive and 

equivalence performances never emerged. For the third subject (ELL) the point loss 

contingency in one cluster appears to have prevented the emergence of any derived 

relations in the cluster without the point loss. For subject JLM the point loss contingency 

was placed on both clusters and had no disrupting effect on the emergence of any derived 

relation trial performances in either cluster. 
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From the present study the most interesting results were produced by subject BLM 

in that the point loss contingency in the absence of original relations appeared to 

rearrange class membership. Subject BLM systematically selected a set of comparisons 

which were not consistent with the originally trained relations (see Tables 2-6). When 

BLM was returned to original relations with no reinforcement, the same set of "new 

class" relations were chosen. After re-training the correct original relations to criterion, 

and re-presenting the probe trials, the "new class" relations were again selected. This 

persistence of derived relations (however initially acquired) is consistent with the findings 

of Peuster (1995), Peuster and Glenn (1996), Pilgrim and Galizio (1990, 1995) and 

Saunders et al. (1988). 

In summary, Peuster's (1995) research which included reinforced (25%) original 

relations in the probe trials generated a split (in the performance of some subjects) among 

derived relation trial performances and the originally trained relations. For two subjects, 

symmetrical performances were disrupted as well as transitive and equivalence 

performances. Original relation performances remained at 100%. Peuster and Glenn 

(1996) also included original relations (0% reinforcement) within the probe trials which 

produced no split between the original relations and derived relations, but resulted in Type 

R responding in all 3 subjects. The present study did not include the original relations in 

probe trials and for two subjects the point loss prevented equivalence and suppressed all 

the derived relations, yet, producing no split among them In the present study, point loss 

for symmetry in the absence of original relation trials was associated with equivalence for 

one subject as long as the point loss was in effect and for two subjects when the point loss 
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was removed. The results of this study are mixed with Saunders et. al. (1988) who found 

that when the contingencies are reversed for original responding, none of the derived 

relations were affected. Suggesting that a class once established is difficult to disrupt. In 

reference to Pilgrim and Galizio (1990, 1995) who's results suggested that when 

contingencies for original relation responding were reversed, performances on symmetrical 

trials as well as original relations were affected. 

Variations of this procedure may disclose further information about the emergence 

of the derived relations and further shed light on the stability of the class itself. For 

example, introducing the point loss contingency for other derived relation trial responding 

such as transitivity, or equivalence and observing the effects on other members of the 

class. 



APPENDIX 

TABLES AND FIGURES 
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Table 1. A Representation of the Experimental Design for Each Subject 

Phase I Phase HA HB Phase DI Phase IV 
1 Subject BLM 

SHADED Original 
Relations 
training 

Probes* and 
Point Loss 
for BA and 
CB 
Symmetry 

Probes* and 
Point Loss for 
BA and CB 
Symmetry 

Probes* and OR 
NO Point Loss 0% 
for BA and CB 
Symmetry 

OR 
100% 

OR 
0% 

Probe 
NO 
PL 

THIN Original 
Relations 
training 

Original 
Relations 

Probes* and 
NO Point Loss 
for BA and CB 
Symmetry 

Probes* and OR 
NO Point Loss 0% 
for BA and CB 
Symmetry 

OR 
100% 

OR 
0% 

Probe 
NO PL 

1 Subject ELL 1 

THIN Original 
Relations 
training 

Probes* and 
Point Loss for 
BA and CB 
Symmetry 

Probes* and 
Point Loss for 
BA and CB 
Symmetry 

Probes* and NO Point 
Loss for BA and CB 
Symmetry 

SHADED Original 
Relations 
training 

Original 
Relations 

Probes* and 
NO Point Loss 
for BA and CB 
Symmetry 

Probes* and NO Point 
Loss for BA and CB 
Symmetry 

1 Subject JLM 

SHADED 

THIN 

Original 
Relations 
training 

Original 
Relations 
training 

Probes* and Point 
Loss for BA and CB 
Symmetry 

Original Relations 

Probes* and 
Point Loss for 
BA and CB 
Symmetry 

Probes* and 
Point Loss for 
BA and CB 
Symmetry 

Probes* and NO 
Point Loss for 
BA and CB 
Symmetry 

Probes* and NO 
Point Loss for 
BA and CB 
Symmetry 

Note. Original relation trial types were not included in the probe trials during probe 

trial sessions. The criteria for changing phases of the experiment were 1) no more 

that 2 systematic errors on any original relation trial and /or 2) no more than 1 error 

on any probe trial type for 2 consecutive sessions. 
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Table 2. ELL's BA and CB trial selections suggesting Type R responding. 

B1A2 

WB& 
m 50% 

C1B2 

B1A3 

25% 

75% 

50% 

C1B3 

50% 

B2A1 

50% 

50% 

% 

\ < - A 5 

I" _ 
Sit 

50% 

C2B1 

50% 

mmmmmtmrnkmrn 

Pi 

B2A3 

50% 

50% 

50% 

C2B3 

50% 

B3A1 

50% 

50% 

50% 

C3B1 

50% 

B3A2 

50% 

50% 

50% 

C3B2 

50% 

\omm 

"iiia, 
50% 25% 75% 75% 25% ' -S&4 

Note. Ell's percentage correct selections on each relation, in the thin cluster, in 

sessions which suggest Type R responding, (sessions 38,39, 50 for B A symmetry, 

and 48-49 for CB symmetry). Highlighted columns indicate class consistent 

responding. 
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Table 3. BLM's performance on BA trials 

SESSION # 
v ^ 

B1A2 B1A3 B2A1 B2A3 B3A1 B3A2 -B3A3;; 

43 

44 

100% 

100% 

' - - 50% 100% 

* < 100% 75% 

w 

't;A§'r^ 

45 

46 

NMNMH 

100% 

100% 

75% 50% 

100% 75% A# 

47 

48 

100% 100% 100% 
& 
1 100% 100% 

* * 

w i 
49 100% 0% 

A t e 
100% 100% 

iiiiiiiiiiiilmmmiMiiiii'iiiiiii 

50 100% 0% 
M 

><V-< 
v;V ";- N"' 5 

* 
100% 100% 

51 vM&$; 100% 
£ 100% 100% 

T T 
fl% 

52 100% • : ^ g 
.#, 

100% 100% 
2 £ i 

53 100% 100% 100% m ic: 

54 

55 

100% 

i P t t ? 100% 

100% 100% 

25% 25% 100% 

o r 
V-

56 M S " 1 

WMM 

100% * 5 | i i 100% 75% 
-rr 

i25%': 

57 
V <w . -\'w* V 

100% 100% 100% 0% 
58 100% m 100% 100% m 

59 100% 25^;;; 75% 100% m 

60 

61 

100% 

m 100% 

100% 100% 

a o*;" 100% 75% 25 

m 

Qg: 

62 
Y,W> 

100% o ^ V * 100% 100% 

63 
s <* ^ s s 

100% 100% 100% 0% o * \ ; 
?!T 73 75% 25% 75% 

Note. BLM's percent correct performance on BA symmetrical relations for 

sessions 33-63, 73 in the shaded cluster. Highlighted columns indicate class 

consistent responding. 
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Table 4. BLM's performance on CB trials. 

Session # J l i f t i l C1B2 C1B3 C2B1 

— — 

C2B3 C3B1 C3B2 

mm 
m 

43 
~ 

100% 100% 25% 

44 100% 100% 75% 

45 25% 100% 75% 

46 100% 100% 
mmmmmmmpmtmm. 

:yy.X:f 

100% 

47 100% 75% 0% 100% 

48 100% 100% s d S 
'aSK*'* 

50% 

49 100% 0% 100% 's*3 50% 

50 100% 100% 100% 

51 100% 100% II 
52 t l l l lpp 100% 50% 'Hf-

53 IMP 100% 100% 100% 
' J E £ * ' * ' S '< 

54 100% 100% 100% m : % i 
55 pQfgff. 

•—•mmmmmmmmim 

50% 100% 100% l i 
.Ill 

56 100% 100% 25% >* '^yJ: 

57 75% 100% 50% S i 
58 

' W W t M M H M M N W ^ N ' " " " 

100% » i S 25% 7 ^ 1 ^ , 
59 r&ml 75% 100% o% 

n i i m " r i n m mi i n i r " P M i i i m m n 

IfF 
60 ĴX a£%l 
61 100% 

U - m " V , , " n n 

l(tof;y 
i i i i i i i t i i i i i i i i i i i i i j i i i i i i i n m i T i i 

62 50% 100% 
« I I M l f 

63 100% 100% 
V X 

my:yy 

5 5 1 1 73 50% 75% 0% 0% 

Note. BLM's percentage correct performances on CB symmetrical relations 

during sessions 43-63, 73 in the shaded cluster. Highlighted columns indicate class 

consistent responding. 
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Table 5. BLM's performance on AC transitive trials. 

% "J: 
Sssions 1 

87.5% 

B l s i 12.5% 

12.5% 37.5% 

12.5% 
MU 

12.5% 

37.5% 

1^18 wmM 12.5% 

100% 

12.5% 

87.5% 12.5% 87,5% 12.5% 

mm ; 87.5% 12.5% 12.5% 

87.5% 12.5% 

12.5% 12.5% 

12.5% 12.5% 12.5% 

12.5% 12.5% nvV«S* 

WrkP* 12.5% 

m 
i i i M i i i m i l i r M i m m i m m i n l 

100% 12.5% 

100% 12.5% - 87+5%' 

100% 12.5% 

12.5% 

Note, BLM's percent correct performance on Transitive relations during sessions 

43-63, 73 in the shaded cluster. Highlighted columns indicate class consistent 

responding. 
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Table 6. BLM's performance on CA Equivalence trials. 

Session l U S C1A2 C1A3 C2A1 
^{<1 

C2 A3 C3A1 C3A2 

43 100% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 

44 I S S S I 100% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% H i t 
45 87.5% 12.5% 0% # S i S 0% 100% 0% J 1 1 S 8 

46 fSSSSI 100% 0% 0% i i t t 0% 100% 0% I f t S 

47 S I P - 100% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 

48 p* ' 1 100% 0% 0% 
$ > V3 %%V̂  V 

0% 100% 0% 
;?,'VCV '̂£VI 

49 
* „ % 

100 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% '>m0§i 
50 87.5% 12.5% 0% 0% 87.5% 0% 

51 WSM 87.5% 12.5% 0% 0% 87.5% 0% §$§$:*; 
52 87.5% 12.5% 0% 0% 100% 0% miM 
53 >MfM9 75% 25% 0% 0% 100% 0% 

54 87.5% 25% 12.5 f S S S S I 0% 87.5% 0% 3$sjk' 
55 100% 0% 0% \ : > V'i 0% 100% 0% 

56 100% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% s i l l 

57 87.5% 12.5% 0% 0% 100% 0% 

58 75% 25% 0% 0% 100% 0% 

59 100% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 'MMpi, 
60 75% 25% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0%?.&l 
61 100% 0% 0% J|OOC|I: 0% 87.5% 0% 0% 

62 100% 0% 0% m<$r^ 0% 0% 12.5% m 
63 87.5% 12.5% 0% 12.5% 100% 0% o% ; 

73 100% 0% 0% 100%:/ 0% 100% 0% •% 

Note. BLM's percentage of correct performance on Equivalence relations for 

sessions 43-63, 73 in the shaded cluster. Highlighted columns indicate class 

consistent responding. 
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Fig. 1. Examples of stimulus figures from the thick, thin, and shaded clusters. 
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Figure 2. BLM's performances on all trial types in the two clusters. The top graph 

(A) shows performances in the Shaded cluster, and the bottom 

graph (B) shows performances in the Thin cluster. The solid phase change 

line marks a change in the trial type presentation, or reinforcement density 

in that cluster. The dashed phase change line marks a change in conditions 

in the other cluster. 
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Figure 3. ELL's performances on all trial types in two clusters. The top graph 

(A) shows performances in the thin cluster, and the bottom graph shows 

performances in the Shaded cluster. The solid phase change line marks a change in 

the trial type presentation or a change in the reinforcement density for that cluster. 

The dashed phase change line marks a condition change in the other cluster. 
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Figure 4. JLM's performances on all trial types in two clusters. The top graph 

(A) shows performances in the Shaded cluster and the bottom graph (B) shows 

performances in the Thin cluster. The solid phase change line marks a change in 

trial type presentation or a change in the reinforcement density in that cluster. The 

dashed phase change line marks a change in the conditions in the other cluster. 
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